1. We believe in the need of REVERSIBLE and THERAPEUTIC chop shopping.

2. The creators of this manifesto wish to be considered as the LEADING COHORT of chop shoppers entitled to alter, counterfeit and deface GIFTS, STORIES, PLASTIC GOODS and IDEOLOGIES.

3. We support the RECEIVING OR CONCEALING of gifts both in public and private spaces.

4. We strongly advocate the destroying and DISASSEMBLING of plastic goods without esthetic purpose.

5. We call for THE STORING AND REPURPOSING OF STORIES AND RUMORS which have been obtained through actions of FAIR TRADING.

6. The creators of this manifesto advocate strategies of DISGUISE, falsification, and forgery to above-mentioned items in order to increase their status of EQUITY and to adjust them to the ecological standards of COP17.

7. AS CIVIC CONTRIBUTION TO CLIMATE CHANGE, WE CALL FOR THE DISMANTLING AND REASSEMBLING OF POLLUTING IDEOLOGIES.

8. We believe in the trading of FALSE, FICTIONAL AND FAKE FORTUNES towards a future that may never come.

9. The creators of this manifesto will do all to obliterate, or remove its identity or parts of all its identity, and will REPURPOSE ALL OF ABOVE MENTIONED in transparent ways, and according to best story telling practice.